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Abstract

GENERAL EDUCATION—QUALIFICATION FOR THE POST OF H.S.A.
(Physical Science)—Modified—Orders Issued

GENERAL EDUCATION (I) DEPARTMENT


ORDER

As per the Government Order read above, it was interalia ordered that, Graduation in Physics or Chemistry or Home Science as main subject will be the academic qualification for the post of High School Assistant (Physical Science).

1. Physics is one of the basic subjects of Engineering and Technology. For teaching Physics in High School Classes, a thorough knowledge of the subjects Physics and Mathematics is absolutely essential. For B.Sc. Home Science (main), Zoology/Botany and Chemistry are the subsidiaries. Therefore teaching of Physics in High School classes by a teacher with B.Sc. Home Science (main), who has not studied Physics at graduate level is not desirable. It will adversely affect the quality of teaching Physics in High School classes.

2. In the above circumstances, Government have examined the matter in detail and have decided to delete Degree in Home Science as main subject for graduation as the qualification for the Post of HSA (Physical Science) specified in the Government Order read above.

3. The Government Order read above stands modified to the above extent.
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